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Patentability of software has been a source of

controversy and litigation from the beginning of the
Computer Era. starting in the 1960's, concern that granting

patents on mathematical algorithms would slow the progress

of.software technology has been reflected in persistent

refusals by the Patent and Trademark Office (PTO) to grant

patents on inventions it perceives to be algorithms. During
thesameperiod,the federal appellate courts generally have

taken a less restrictive view and, in a number of cases,

have reversed "thePTO.The United states. Supreme Court, in

three.desis;ions.~el.iveredoverathirty...year span, has moved
fromp. res.trictive to.a more open attitude in analyzing the

of inventiolls that involve ..useof algorithms. Now,

·an opinion of.the Federal Circuit Court of Appeal Federal

Circuit (the,fecle,ralappellate courtior patent cases) in a

case of importance to anyone interested in intellectual

property protection of software,. has issued an opinion

limiting the exclusion of inventions from process or

apparatus patent protection merely because they incorporate

mathematical algorithms in the process or apparatus.

The decision, still sUbject to the possibility of

an en banc review by the Federal Circuit Court or the

granting of certiorari by the Supreme Court, will require

reevaluation of intellectual property strategies aimed at
software protection.
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1. Background: Benson to Arrhythmia Research

Twenty years ago, in Gottschalk v. Benson, 409 U.S.

63, 175 U.S.P.Q 673 (1972), the Court held that a patent

claim that "wholly pre-empts" a mathematical formula used in

a general purpose digital computer is directed solely to a

mathematical algorithm, " . . . and therefore does not

define statutory sUbject matter .." Since mathematical

algorithms are an integral part of computer programs,

commentators believed that patent protection for computer

programs had been eliminated.

In.Parker v. Flook, 437 U.S. 584, 198 U.S.P.Q. 19,3

(1976), the Court explained that the criterion for

patentability of a claim that requires the use of

mathematical procedures is not simply whether the claim

"wholly pre-empts" a mathematical algorithm, but whether the

claim is directed to a new and useful process, independent

of whether the mathematical algorithm required for its

performance is novel. Applying these criteria, the Court

h<aldunonstatutory a method claim for computer calculating

"alarm limits" for use ina catalytic conversion process;

the basis that once the algorithm iS3ssumedto be within

the prior art, the application, .considered as a whole,

contains no patentable invention.

In Diamond v. Di.ehr, 450U.5. 303, 206U.S.P.Q. 193

(1980), the Court, in a 5-4 decision,upheld claims to a

process for curing synthetic rubber that included use of a

mathematical computer process. The involvement of a

mathematical algorithm in the claimed "process" was held not

to preclude patentability of the process. At the same time,

the Court limited its Benson decision, epitomizing its

holding:
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... claims directed solely to an abstract
mathematical.formulaor equation,
including the mathematical expression of
scientific truth or a law of nature,
whether directly or indirectly stated,
are nonstatutory under Section 101;
whereas claims to a specific process or
apparatus that .. is implemented in
accordance with a mathematical algorithm
will generally satisfy section 101.

2. The Case: Arrhythmia Research

Arrhythmia Research, Inc. claimed a patentable

invention in the process of analyzing electrocardiograph

signals to determine certain characteristics of heart
function, as well as in the apparatus used in computer

performed operations that transform a particular input

signal into a different output signal, in accordance with
the internal structure of the computer as configured by

electronic tnstructions.

Contrary to its earlier pattern, the PTO granted

the patent,andt.he United States District Court for the

Northern District of Texas declared it invalid for failure
toc1aim·statut~rysUbj~ct matter under section 101. The

Federal Circuit Court of Appeals, unanimous in the result

blltwith a coricurringd'pinion from one of a three-judge

panel arguing for a broader result and thus a further

limiting of Benson, .concluded that the claimed subject

matter is statutory in terms of section 101.

3.· .. The Claimed Invention

As described by the main opinion, the claimed

invention relates to problems arising in the hours

immediately after a heart attack, when the victim is
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particularly vulnerable to an acute type of arrhythmia known

-as ventricular tachycardia. This situation leads quicklyd t o

ventricular fibrillation, in which the heart ceases

effectively to pump blood through the body. It was known

that in patients subject to ventricular tachycardia certain

anomalous waves having very low amplitude and high frequency
appear toward the end of a segment of the

electrocardiographic signal,that is, late in the

ventricular contraction cycle.

The invention, in general terms, analyzes the

electrocardiograph results of the heart attack victim,

through, in.part, use of a digital computer,to determine

whether the patient is sUbject to ventricular tachycardia.

The patent specification sets forth the mathematical

formulae that are used ~o configure (program) the computer.

4. The Decision

The main opinion reviewed the Benson, Flook and

Diehr dElc:isl,ons, concluding that theCotirt<has

" . placedthepatentabillty of-computer-aided
inventions in .t.he mainstream of the law." It then proceeded

to analyze the process and the apparatus claims. First, the

court found the process claim to comprise statutory sUbject

matter because in looking at what the claimed process steps

do, independent of how they are implemented,thecourt found

that the steps of the claimed. method include " . . • an
otherwise statutory process whose mathematical procedures

are applied to physical process steps." The opinion then

.goes on to invoke Diehr, noting that in that case (as in

this one ) . the patent claimed is appropriately limited: "The

applicants 'do not seek to patent a mathematical

formula . . . they seek only to foreclose from others the
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use of that equation in conjunction with all of the other

steps in thefr claillledprocess. "

Moving to the apparatus claim, the court first

described the manner in which computers and other devices

are used to produce the end product. Citing In re Iwahashi,

888 F.2d 1370, 1375, 12 U.S.P.Q.2d 1908, 1911 (Fed. Cir.

1989), the court stated: "The use of mathematical formulae

or relationships to describe the electronic structure and

operation of all apparatus does not make it nonstatutory."

Corazonix had argued that a claim is nonstatutory

when the end product isa number. The court did not agree,

stating that the end product.in this situation is not merely

mathematical abstraction, but an indication of the risk·of

ventricu1artachycardia. The main opinion stated:

. the number obtained is not a
mathematical abstraction;' it is a'measure
in l11icr0V'0ltsofaspecifiedheart
activity/an indicator of the risk of
ventricular tachycardia. That the .
product is. numerical is not a criterion
of\ihetherthe claim is directed to
statutory subject matter.

Accordingly, the court ruled that both the process

and apparatus. claims are statutory, .reversed the district

court's jUdgment and remanded the case.

The concurring op~n~on agreed with the result

reached by the main opinion, but went further in arguing for

a simplification of the necessary' analysis ,abandoning the

various tests developed in other decisions , .and relying upon

sUbstantial limitation of Benson.bytheDiehr decision to
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three classes.of unpatentable sUbject matter -- "laws of

nature, naturalpllenomena;arid-abstractideas." Employing

that analysis, the concurring opinion states:

The . . . invention manipulates
electrocardiogram readings to render a
useful result. While many steps in the

• . . process involve the mathematical
manipu~ation of data, the claims do not
describe·~ law of nature or a natural
phenomenon. Furthermore, the claims do
not disclose mere abstract ideas, but a
practical and potentially lifesaving
process. Regardless of whether performed
by a computer, these steps comprise a

-"process"within the meaning of
se<;:tion 101.

Impl ications_

Arrhythmia Research makes clear that virtually any

computer-based or computer-implemented technology

constitutes patentable SUbject matter,whetherclaimed as a
process or as an apparatus. Atmost,abstractlydescribed

ma1:heIlla~icalal~orithms ._ will be .. excluded. The concurring
·····opinion.qllestions even that exclusion, arguing that only

"laws··.()fn~ture".~nd."abst2."~<::fi~ns;'a~eexcluded
algbrithms being neither of the above. HoweVer, prudence

dlc:t:atesthiitdesc::riptions of processes in claims should be

drawn to.avoid sole reliance on abstract mathematic

algorithms,in deference to description of a specific

process or .apparatrus that is. implemented in accordance with

a mathematical algorithm.

Readers with an interest in intellectual property

protection for software should be alert to further

developments. As noted above, there is the possibility of

review by the Federal Circuit sitting en banc or by the
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Supreme Court, and it is possible that Congress will take

action' since certain subcommittees and the office of

Technology Assessment have shown interest in intellectual

property protection of software. We will be monitoring any

such developments.

If. you wish more information on this matter ,please

call David E.Nelson at (415)677-7163, Michael A. Jacobs at

(415 )677-7455, or William 1. Schwartz at (415) 677-7449.
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